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Introduction

Traditionally, planning involves a single agent for which a planner needs to find
a sequence of actions that can transform some initial state into some state where
a given goal statement is satisfied. A good example of such a problem is how to
solve Rubik’s cube. The initial state is some configuration of the cube, and we
need to find a sequence of rotations such that every tile on each side have the same
color. Even though this problem is hard, the planning agent has full control over
the situation. The outcome of a rotation action is completely known.
Real-world planning problems, however, seldom conform to this simple domain model. There may be uncontrollable actions of other agents in the domain
interfering with the actions applied by the planning agent. Such uncertainty can be
modeled by nondeterminism where actions may have several possible outcomes.
One approach is to assume that transition probabilities are known and produce
plans with a high likelihood to succeed (e.g., [12, 8]). The scaleability off such
planners, however, is limited due to the overhead of reasoning about probabilities.
In addition, it may be hard to gather enough statistical data to estimate the transition probabilities. In this chapter, we consider a simpler model of nondeterminism
without transition probabilities. The effect of a nondeterminstic action is given as
a set of possible next states. Recently, efficient planners have been developed for
this class of nondeterministic domains [3]. These planners represents states and
perform search implicitly in a space of Boolean functions represented efficiently
with reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDDs) [1]. The plans produced by these planners are encoded compactly with OBDDs and correspond to
universal plans [18] or policies in Reinforcement Learning [13]. Hence, a nondeterministic plan is a state-action table mapping from states to actions relevant to
execute in the state in order to reach a set of goal states. A plan is executed by
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iteratively observing the current state and applying one on the actions associated
with that state.
In this chapter, we specifically examine nondeterminstic planning in domains
where nondeterminism is caused by uncontrollable agents with specific goals of
their own. Such problems have been considered in the AI literature on multiagent
systems, in particular, concerning co-operation and negotiation (e.g.,[2, 19, 11, 7,
5, 9]). They have also been studied in game theory and formal verification under
various forms (e.g.,[15, 4]).
The novelty of our work is two-fold. First, we introduce adversarial planning
problems and a class of adversarial plans called strong cyclic adversarial plans.
An adversarial planning domain has a single system agent that is controllable and
a single environment agent that is uncontrollable and may be an opponent to the
system agent. The task is to synthesize plans for the system agent that is robust
to any plan of the environment agent. We go beyond theoretical work and present
a OBDD-based planning algorithm that efficiently can generate strong cyclic adversarial plans. This algorithm has been fully implemented in the BDD-Based
Informed Planning and controller Synthesis Tool (BIFROST) 0.7 [10]. Second,
we formally define our concept of multiagent planning equilibria for multiagent
domains inspired by the game theoretic notion of equilibria [16].
In Section 2, we begin by presenting the foundations of multiagent planning
equilibria. First, we demonstrate intuitively through simple examples that plan solutions depend on the goals of all the agents. We also present the formal notion of
a planning domain that we use throughout the chapter. In Section 3, we introduce
adversarial planning. We present an algorithm for synthesizing adversarial plans
and demonstrate theoretically and experimentally that the generated plans are robust to any strategy of the environment. In Section 6, we generalize the notion of
accounting for an adversary with the solution concept of multiagent planning equilibria. We formalize this notion for planning environments where all the agents’
goals are explicitly specified. We also analyze this notion of equilibria in a variety
of domains.

2

Foundations for Multiagent Planning

Plans are contingent upon the agent’s goals. Plans are usually evaluated as to
whether they achieve the goals; sometimes considering how quickly, with what
probability, or from what initial states. In addition, goals are often the driving
mechanism for finding good plans through heuristics and Means-Ends Analysis [14,
17]. In multiagent domains plans are of course still contingent on goals. There is
an additional dependence, though. Good plans also depend on the plans of the
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Figure 1: A soccer-like grid domain.
other agents, which as we have stated, depends heavily on their goals.
We assume that agents are synchronized and defined by a set of actions. The
world consists of a finite set of states. In each time step, each agent applies exactly
one action. The resulting action is called a joint action. Thus, a domain is a
finite graph where vertices are states and edges are joint actions. A plan of an
agent is a state-action table mapping states to actions relevant to execute in order
to achieve the goals of the agent. We will illustrate our concept of multiagent
planning through a small two-agent soccer domain.

2.1 The Soccer Domain
Consider the simple soccer-like grid domain simplified from Littman’s two-player
grid game [13], which is diagrammed in Figure 1. There are two agents A and
B each of which solely occupies one of the four unshaded squares on the field.
Agent A begins in possession of the ball. The shaded squares are out-of-bounds for
our simplification of the domain. The agents have operators or actions associated
with each of the compass directions (N, S, E, and W) or can wait, holding its
position (H). The two agents in this domain select their actions simultaneously, but
in execution there is an undetermined delay before these actions are carried out.
So, the execution is serial but it is nondeterministic as to which agent’s action is
carried out first. The effect of an action is to simply move the agent in the specified
direction as long as the target square is unoccupied. If the target is occupied then
the agent does not move, but if the agent was carrying the ball it loses the ball. For
agent A, losing the ball terminates execution as a failure. The goal for agent A is to
move into either of the two labeled goal squares, which also terminates execution.
Figure 2 shows two examples of how the agents operators affect the state. From
the initial state, if both agents choose their south operator (S,S) they will both
simply move south. But if agent A selects south and agent B selects East (S,E),
then there are two possible outcomes depending on their order of execution: (i)
agent A moves south first, and then agent B moves east into the now unoccupied
square; or (ii) agent B bumps into agent A first causing no position change, and
then agent A moves south.
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Figure 2: Two example effects of joint actions in the grid-soccer domain. The
ordered pairs of actions represent the actions of agents A and B, respectively.

2.2 Possible Plans
There are a number of different possible plans for agent A to achieve its goals
in this domain. The various plans depend on what actions we expect agent B to
perform. We describe these plans without rigorous definitions or proofs, appealing
to the reader’s intuition as to what constitutes a “good” plan. The concept of a
“good” plan will be formalized later in the chapter.
Nondeterministic. One very simple case is if we believe agent B has no goals in
particular and will select its actions nondeterministically, i.e., randomly. A sensible
plan would be to hold position until the agent’s actions carry it into the bottom
right state. From this position, regardless of the action of the other agent, a plan
of two consecutive west actions is guaranteed to reach the goal. Since agent B
selects actions nondeterministically it will eventually enter the bottom right state
and so this plan is guaranteed to reach the goal. Other plans risk agent B’s random
actions causing it to move in the way, resulting in the loss of the ball and failure.
Although this plan guarantees reaching the goal, it does not necessarily guarantee
achievement in a finite time, as it requires waiting a possibly infinite number of
cycles before agent B moves to the bottom right square.
Teammate. As we assume that most agents have goals, and often these goals are
known, we go beyond the assumption that the other agent selects actions randomly.
Their actions therefore are not likely to be nondeterministic but rather planned
carefully to reach their own goals. Consider the case that agent B is actually agent
A’s teammate and therefore they have an identical set of goal states. Then there is a
much more efficient plan. Agent A should simply hold at the initial state while its
teammate moves south out of its way. Then move west into the goal, without fear
that the other agent will move in front of it. As a teammate it can be sure that the
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agent will comply with these assumptions since its goals are identical. 1 This plan
is guaranteed to reach the goal in a finite number of steps, as opposed to the plan
for the nondeterministic agent.
Adversary. Neither of these plans though have any guarantees if agent B is in
fact planning to stop agent A from succeeding. If agent B simply holds its ground,
then neither the nondeterministic nor teammate plan for agent A would ever reach
its goal. In this situation an adversarial plan, as described in Section 3, that can
provide worst-case guarantees is more appropriate. One such plan is to nondeterministically select between holding and moving north or south until the other agent
is not in front of it. Then, move west into the goal hoping its action gets executed
first. This plan has no guarantee of success as the opponent may still move in front
of it while it advances toward the goal causing the ball to be lost. It does, though,
have some possibility of success. In fact, against a good plan by the opponent this
is all that can be guaranteed.
Overlapping Goals. A whole new situation arises if we believe that agent B is not
quite an opponent but not quite a teammate. Suppose its goal is to have agent A
score, but only across the south square. In this case moving south from the initial
state and then west would reach the goal without its interference. This plan, like
the teammate plan, is guaranteed to succeed in a finite number of steps. Notice that
the teammate-based plan and the nondeterministic-based plan would both fail in
this case as both agents would hold indefinitely.
These four plans are all completely different, despite the fact that the conditions
that generated the plans, the domain rules, and the agent’s goal did not change from
situation to situation. This demonstrates that multiagent planning solutions need to
take into account the goals of the other agents.

2.3 A Formalization
We first begin by formalizing the notion of planning domain and agent behavior,
which we will use throughout the chapter. The definitions parallel closely with
Cimatti and colleagues’ single-agent formalization [3].
Definition 1 (Multiagent Planning Domain)

A multiagent planning domain D is a tuple
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is the set of states,
is the number of agents,
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This admittedly does not address crucial issues of how this team compliance can be achieved,
and may require planned communication and coordination strategies for distributed execution.
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The additional condition in the planning domain definition on requires that each
agent be capable of selecting actions independently. Formally this
amounts to the

following. For all states  andexecutable
actions  for the agents
there
   

that is in .
exists some transition
A Simple Example — The Narrow Doorway. Consider a two agent robot domain
where both agents are in a hallway and want to move into the same room through a
single doorway. The agents have an operator to go through the door (G) that only
succeeds if the other agent is not also trying to go through the door. They also have
the choice of waiting (W).
This domain can be defined using the formalization
of a  multiagent
planning


domain above. There are four states in the domain
corresponding

to
the
four
possible
configurations
of
the
two
agents
in
the
room.
is two and



is the set of actions
. The transition relation is defined by the rules
described above. The complete enumeration of states and transitions is shown
in

Figure 3. Note that the domain satisfies the independent action condition on .
The behavior of agents is assumed to be governed by a state-action table. In
each execution step, each agent chooses randomly between the actions associated
with the current state in its state-action table. Thus, the agents have no memory of
previously visited states.
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Definition 2 (State-Action Table)
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Figure 3: Doorway domain.
will be discussed further in Section 6.

represent A’s and B’s goal states and
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A (joint) state-action
table is complete if and only if for any

in the state-action table.
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there exists some

For the doorway domain, a state-action table (or plan) for each agent might be,
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These are also complete state-action tables since they specify at least one action
for each state. We can combine these tables into a complete joint state-action table.
In general, a joint state-action table together with a multiagent planning domain
determines the entire execution of the system. In order to define what it means for
a plan to be a solution to a planning problem we need to formalize the notion of
reachability and paths of execution. We will do this by first defining the execution
structure of the multiagent system.
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Definition 3 (Induced Execution Structure)
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Intuitively, is
the set of states that the system could reach during execution

of the plan , and is the set of transitions that the system could cross during execution. For our doorway domain the execution structure induced by our example
joint state-action table is,
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We can now formalize an execution path.



Definition  4 (Execution
Path)
 
Let 
be the execution structure induced by a state-action table
from

    
from
 . An execution path of 
 is a possibly infinite sequence

of states in such that, for all states in the sequence:
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For our doorway domain and example joint state-action table one execution
path from the initial state is,
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1
1 1 with respect to a set of states  be defined by
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We will say that an execution path  reaches a state iff


Let E XEC



of execution paths serves to formalize solution concepts in the remainder of the
chapter.
In the next section we present a definition of the adversarial planning problem.
We also present and analyze an algorithm for finding plans with strong guarantees
in adversarial domains. In Section 6 we generalize adversarial planning problems
to a more general multiagent planning problem where all agents’ goals are made
explicit. We then introduce the general solution concept of multiagent planning
equilibria and analyze it in a variety of domains.
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Adversarial Planning

An adversarial planning problem is a multiagent planning problem with two agents
called system and environment. The system agent is controllable and its goal is to
reach a set of goal states. The environment agent is uncontrollable. It might be an
adversary to the system agent trying to prevent it from reaching its goals.
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Definition 5  (Adversarial
Planning Problem)
 2 
 
Let
be a multiagent planning domain with a system and
environment agent and a deterministic
transition relation.
An adversarial planning
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is the set of possible initial
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is the set of goal states for the system agent.
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An adversarial plan for an adversarial planning problem
is a state-action
table for the system agent such that all execution paths starting in an initial state
eventually will reach a goal state. Thus, an adversarial plan is total and can not
reach dead ends or loop indefinitely.
As an example, consider the domain
shown
in Figure
4. The actions
of the
 2



and
, respecsystem and environment agents are
tively. Transitions
are labeled with the corresponding joint action. There are 5


states, namely
and . and are initial and goal states.
is a dead
end, since the goal is unreachable from . This introduces an important difference
between and that captures a main aspect of the adversarial planning problem.
We can view the two states and as states in which the system and environment
have different opportunities. Observe that the system “wins”, i.e., reaches the goal,
only if the sign of the two actions in the joint action are different. Otherwise it
“loses” since there is no transition to the goal with a joint action where the actions
have the same sign. The goal is reachable from both state and . However, the
result of a “losing” joint action is different for and . In , the system agent
remains in . Thus, the goal is still reachable. In , however, the agent may transition to the dead end which makes it impossible to reach the goal in subsequent
steps.
Now consider how an adversarial environment can take advantage of the possibility for the system to reach a dead end from . Since the system may end in
, when executing
in , it is reasonable for the environment to assume that
the system will always execute
in . But now the environment can prevent the
system from ever reaching the goal by always choosing action
, so the system
should completely avoid the path through .
This example domain is important because it illustrates how an adversarial environment can act purposely to obstruct the goal achievement of the system. We
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Figure 4: An adversarial planning domain example. (a) shows the explicit representation of environment, while (b) shows the implicit representation used by
previous algorithms.
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will use it in the following sections to explain
our  algorithm.
A solution, guaran
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3.1 The Algorithm
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We introduce a generic function P LAN 
for representing OBDD-based nondeterministic planning algorithms that produce state-action tables as solutions. The
algorithms, including our, only differ by definition of the function computing the
precomponent (P RE C OMP  ).
The generic function performs a backward breadth-first search from the goal

states to the initial states. In each step, the precomponent
of the set of states 
covered by the plan is computed. The precomponent is a state-action table forming
a partition of the final plan with relevant actions for reaching  .
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function P LAN 
 

; 
while 
   
  P RE
 C OMP 
if
 then
 return
 failure
else
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If the precomponent is empty a fixed point of  has been reached that does not
cover the initial states. Since this means that no plan can be generated that covers
the initial states, the algorithm returns failure. Otherwise, the precomponent is
added to the plan and the states in the precomponent are added to the set of covered
states.
All sets and mappings in the algorithm are represented by OBDDs. An OBDD
is a compact representation of Boolean functions. Thus, states and actions are
represented by bit-vectors and sets of states and actions are encoded by OBDDs
representing their characteristic function. The set operations intersection, union,
and compliment translates into conjunction, disjunction, and negation on the corresponding characteristic functions. In the reminder we will not distinguish between
set operations and Boolean operations.
This algorithm was introduced in the MBP [3] planning system for synthesizing weak, strong cyclic, and strong plans. An execution path of a strong plan is
guaranteed to reach states covered by the plan until a goal state after a finite number of steps is reached. An execution of a strong cyclic plan is also guaranteed to
reach states covered by the plan or a goal state. However, due to cycles, it may
never reach a goal state. An execution of a weak plan may reach states not covered by the plan, it only guarantees that some execution exists that reaches the goal
from each state covered by the plan. A limitation of these algorithms when nondeterminism is caused by uncontrollable actions of an adversarial environment is that
they are naive in the sense that they assume the environment to be friendly. For
instance, a valid strong cyclic plan for the example problem is
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This plan will only reach states covered by the plan. However, given an adversarial
opponent, it may enter a live-lock in state , since the environment may choose
only to execute action . Thus, strong cyclic planning is insufficient in adversarial
domains.



3.1.1

The Strong Cyclic Adversarial Precomponent

A valid adversarial plan ensures that the environment agent, even with complete
knowledge of the domain and the plan, is unable to prevent the goal states to be
reached. We formalize this idea in the definition of a fair state. A state is fair

with respect to a set of states  and a plan
if, is not already a member of

 and for each applicable environment action, there exists a system action in
such that the joint action leads into  .
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For convenience, we define an unfair state to be a state that is not fair. The adversarial precomponent is a strong cyclic precomponent [3] pruned for unfair states.
In order to use a precomponent for OBDD-based universal planning, we need to
define it as a Boolean
function.
We first  define
function representing the
2  a Boolean

 2 




transition relation
. A core computation is
to find all the state-action pairs where the action applied in the state can lead into
a set of states  . This set of state-action pairs is called the preimage of  . The
preimage of joint actions is
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We can now define a Boolean function representing the state-action pairs of a plan
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component (SCAP) is computed by iteratively extending a set of candidate stateaction pairs and in turn prune




State-actions that can reach states not covered by the current plan or the
states in the candidate;
State-actions of states that are unfair with respect to the currently covered
states.

The computation of the precomponent terminates either if the pruned candidate
has reached a non-empty fixed point or if it is impossible to extend the candidate
further. In the latter case, the returned precomponent is empty.

$ %

Definition 7 (SCAP) The strong cyclic adversarial precomponent of a set of states
 is the set of state-action pairs computed by function SCAP  .
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Figure 5: (a) The first candidate of SCAP
, for the example shown in Figure 4;
(b) The candidate pruned for actions with outgoing transitions; (c) The remaining
candidate pruned for unfair states. Since no further state-action pairs are pruned,
this is the strong cyclic adversarial precomponent returned by SCAP
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transition. The pruned candidate is shown in Figure 5(b). Now there is no action leading to in when the environment chooses
.
has become unfair
and must be pruned from the candidate. The resulting candidate is shown in Figure 5(c). Since the remaining candidate is non-empty and no further state-action
pairs need to be pruned, a non-empty strong cyclic precomponent has been found.
The two major design goals of the strong cyclic adversarial planning algorithm
is that it is correct and efficient. With respect to correctness, the strong cyclic adversarial algorithm has been chosen to closely match the strong cyclic algorithm
such that a similar correctness proof can be applied. With respect to efficiency,
three major choices have been made. First of all, we use an OBDD-based implementation. Second, as for the strong cyclic algorithm, we build up a strong cyclic
adversarial plan incrementally from the goal states. Alternatively, the algorithm
could iteratively prune a largest possible plan as the algorithm suggested in [4].
However, this approach seems less efficient and has to our knowledge never been
implemented and experimentally evaluated.

4

Action Selection Strategies

A strong cyclic adversarial plan guarantees that no intelligent environment can
choose a plan that forces executions to cycle forever without ever reaching a goal
state. In principle, though, infinite paths never reaching a goal state can still be
produced by a system that “keeps losing” to the environment. However, by assum14

ing the system selects randomly between actions in its plan, we can show that the
probability of producing such paths is zero.
Theorem 1 (Termination of Strong Cyclic Adversarial) By choosing actions randomly
from
a strong cyclic adversarial plan for the adversarial planning problem


 

, any execution path will eventually reach a goal state.
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Proof. Since all unfair states and actions with transitions leading out of the states
covered by have been removed, all the visited states of an execution path
will

be fair and covered by the plan. Assume without loss of generality that strong
cyclic adversarial precomponents were computed in order to generate . Due to
the definition of precomponent
functions, we
can  then partition the set
of states
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By flattening the hierarchical ordering of the partitions 
  and their subpartitions, we
can
assume without loss of generality that we get the ordered parti

tioning 
  where     . Given that actions are selected uniformly in
, the fairness between the states in the levels
guarantees
that there is a non-zero


probability to transition to a state in 
  from any state in  . Consequently, an execution path only reaching states covered by will eventually reach

a state in   .
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Experimental Evaluation

The performance of the strong cyclic adversarial planning algorithms has been
evaluated in two domains. The first of these is a parameterized version of the
example domain shown in Figure 4. The second is a grid world with a hunter and
prey. All experiments are carried out using the BIFROST 0.7 search engine on a
Pentium III Redhat Linux 7.1 PC with 500MHz CPU and 512 MB RAM. Total
CPU time is measured in seconds and includes time spent on allocating memory
for the OBDD package and parsing the problem description.
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5.1 Parameterized Example Domain
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The  parameterized
example
domain considers a system and environment actions


and
, respectively. The domain
is shown in Figure 6. The
  
initial state is 
and the goal states are
. Progress toward the
goal states is made if the sign of the two actions in the joint action are different. At
any time, the system can cause a switch from the lower to the upper row of states
by executing . In the upper row, the system can only execute
. Thus, in these
states an adversarial environment can prevent further progress by always executing
. Figure 7 shows the total CPU time and the size of the produced plans of the or-
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Figure 6: The generalized example domain shown in Figure 4(a).
dinary strong cyclic algorithm compared to the strong cyclic adversarial algorithm.
Due to the structure of the domain, the length of a shortest path between the initial state and one of the goal states grows linearly with the number of states. Since
each of the four algorithms at least must compute preimages, their complexity
is at least exponential in the number of Boolean state variables. The experimental results seem to confirm this. In this domain, there only is a small overhead
of generating adversarial plans compared to non-adversarial plans. The quality of
the produced plans, however, is very different. For instance, the strong cyclic adand
, while the strong cyclic plans
versarial plans only consider executing
consider all applicable actions. The strong cyclic adversarial plan is guaranteed to

 of achieving the goal in the worst case
achieve the goal. In contrast, the probability


for the strong cyclic plan is less than
, where is the number of states in
the domain. Thus, for an adversarial environment the probability of reaching the
goal with a strong cyclic plan is practically zero, even for small instances of the
problem.
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Figure 7: Results of the parameterized example domain.

5.2 Hunter and Prey Domain
The hunter and prey domain consists of a hunter and prey agent moving on a chess
board. Initially, the hunter is at the lower left position of the board and the prey is
at the upper right. The initial state of the game is shown in Figure 8. The task of
P

H

Figure 8: The hunter and prey domain.

the hunter is to catch the prey. This happens if the hunter and prey at some point
are at the same position. The hunter and prey move simultaneously. They are not
aware of each others moves before both moves are carried out. In each step, they
can either stay at the spot or move like a king in chess. However, if the prey is at
the lower left corner position, it may change the moves of the hunter to that of a
bishop (making single step moves). This has a dramatic impact on the game, since
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the hunter then only can move on positions with the same color. Thus, to avoid the
hunter, the prey just have to stay at positions with opposite color. A strong cyclic
adversarial plan therefore only exits, if it is possible for the hunter to find a plan
that guarantees that the prey never gets to the lower left corner. A strong cyclic
plan, on the other hand, does not differentiate between whether the hunter moves
like a king or a bishop. In both cases, a “friendly” prey can be catched.
We consider a parameterized version of the domain with the size of the chess
board ranging from
to
. Figure 9 shows the total CPU time and the
size of the plans produced by the ordinary strong cyclic algorithm compared to the
strong cyclic adversarial algorithm. In this domain strong cyclic adversarial plans
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Figure 9: Results of the Hunter and Prey domain.

are larger and take substantially longer time to generate than ordinary strong cyclic
plans. The strong cyclic adversarial algorithm spends more than 4000 seconds for
problems with 28 Boolean state variables or more. However, as discussed above,
it is non-trivial, if there exists a strategy of the hunter that guarantees that the
prey never succeeds in reaching the lower left corner. Thus, we may expect these
plans to be computationally harder than strong cyclic plans. This interpretation is
supported by the size of the plans. The adversarial plans are substantially larger
than the ordinary plans.

6

Equilibria in Multiagent Planning

In this section, we introduce a more general framework for multiagent planning.
We explicitly specify all of the agents goals, and introduce the solution concept
of multiagent planning equilibria that accounts for all of the agents goals. The
definitions and concepts presented in this section are not bound to any particular
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planning algorithm or language. The reader may find it easier to look at some of
the examples given in Section 6.2 before moving to the formalization given below.

6.1 The Formalization
We start by formalizing the notion of a multiagent planning problem that explicitly
enumerates all of the agents’ goals.
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Definition 8(Multiagent
Planning Problem)
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planning domain.
A multiagent plan
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Recall the doorway example shown in Figure
3. The goal states for agent A are

and for agent B are
. The initial state set is the singular
set
.
We can now formalize our notion of a plan as a state-action table. We actually
define multiple concepts increasing in strength. These concepts formalize some of
the intuitive discussion from the previous section about whether a plan has one or
more of the following properties:


the possibility of reaching the goal,


a guarantee of reaching the goal, and


a guarantee of reaching the goal in a finite number of steps.

These concepts and their formalization are inspired and highly related to Cimatti
and colleagues’ single-agent solution concepts [3]. They are also strongly related
to the properties of the adversarial planning algorithm described in Section 3.1.
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Definition 9 (Multiagent Planning Solutions)


  
Let be a multiagent planning domain and

be a multiagent
planning
problem. Let be a complete joint state-action table for . Let 
  
be the execution structure induced by from  . The following is an ordered
list of solution concepts increasing in strength.
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is a weak solution for agent if and only if for any state in  some state in
is reachable.



is a strong cyclic solution for agent
some state in is reachable.
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For our doorway domain, the joint state-action table is a strong cyclic solution
for both agents but not strong (i.e., it has a strength of 2 for both agents). This
means that there is a path to the goal from any reachable state. But there are also
paths that do not include either agents’ goal states, and so it is not a strong solution
for either agent.
The plans from the soccer domain can also be described under this solution
framework. The plan that handles the nondeterministic agent B is a strong cyclic
solution since a goal state is always reachable but there are infinite execution paths
where agent A does not reach the goal (e.g., if agent B holds indefinitely). For the
teammate case, the plan is a perfect solution since it is guaranteed to reach the goal
in three steps and remain there. The same is true for the situation where agent B’s
goal is to have the ball scored in the southern square. In the adversarial case, the
plan is only weak since some execution paths result in losing the ball and failing.
Notice that the adversarial planning algorithms also give similar guarantees.
For example, a strong cyclic adversarial plan along with any plan by the other
agent has a S TRENGTH of 2. Likewise, an optimistic adversarial plan along with
any plan by the other agent has a S TRENGTH of 1.
These solutions define what it means for one agent to be successful given a joint
state-action table. The goal of planning from one agent’s perspective is to find a
plan that has the highest strength given the plans of the other agents. But the other
agents’ selection of a plan is equally contingent upon the first agent’s plan. This
recursive dependency leads to the main contribution of this section: multiagent
planning equilibria.
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Definition 10 (Multiagent Planning Equilibria)
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I.e., each agent’s state-action table attains the strongest solution concept possible
given the state-action tables of the other agents.
Note that our example joint state-action table for the doorway domain is not
an equilibrium. Both agents A and B currently have strength 2, but B can achieve
a strength of 4 by choosing a different state-action table. Specifically, B should
select the wait (W) action from the initial state and the go (G) action in state 1.

6.2 Examples
To make the concept of planning equilibria clearer, we will examine it in a number
of illustrative domains. We first examine the doorway domain along with a couple
of variants. We then consider a domain representation of the children’s game RockPaper-Scissors, and finally we reexamine the various plans in the soccer domain.
6.2.1

Doorway Domain

We gave above an example joint state-action table that is not a multiagent planning
equilibria for this domain. An equilibria is the following state-action tables:
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In this case agent A goes through the door while agent B waits and then follows
through the door. This is a perfect plan for both agents and so obviously no agent
can achieve a higher strength with a different state-action table. Similarly, the
symmetric tables where agent B goes through the door while agent A waits is also
an equilibrium. There is an additional equilibrium,
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Here both agents nondeterministically decide between going through the door and
waiting. This results in a strong cyclic solution for both agents, but given this stateaction table for the other agent no strong or perfect plan exists for either agent. So
this is also an equilibrium although obviously inferior to the other equilibria where
both agents have higher strength plans. In game theory, such a joint strategy is
called Pareto dominated.
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Figure 10: Rock-Paper-Scissors as multiagent planning.
Collision variation. Consider a variation on this domain where collisions (when
both agents choose G) result in the robots becoming damaged and unable to move.
In this case, the first two state-action tables above remain equilibria, but the third
inferior table no longer is an equilibrium. This joint plan is now only a weak
solution for both agents since there is a possibility of never achieving the goal.
Each agent can also change to a different plan where it waits for the other agent to
get through the door thus achieving a strong cyclic plan and a higher strength.
Door closing variation. Finally, consider that one agent entering the room sometimes causes the door to close behind it. Once the door is closed it cannot be opened
and the doorway cannot be used. In this case, the same two joint plans are again
an equilibrium but now they have different strengths for the different agents. The
first joint state-action table is a strong plan for agent A, but only a weak plan for
agent B, though it can do no better. The second is just a symmetry of this.
6.2.2

Rock-Paper-Scissors

Consider a planning domain representation of the children’s game Rock-PaperScissors. Each agent simultaneously chooses one of rock (R), paper (P), or scissors
(S). The winner is determined by a cyclic rule: rock loses to paper, paper loses to
scissors, scissors loses to rock. Figure 10 gives the enumeration of states, transitions, and goals for this planning problem. In this case, there is a unique planning
equilibrium where each agent’s state-action table contains every action. This joint
plan is a weak solution (strength 1) for both agents and neither agent can switch
to a different plan and get a higher strength. This plan is analogous to the game’s
game theoretic equilibrium which randomizes evenly between all three actions [6].
6.2.3

Soccer Domain

Let us reconsider the soccer-like domain. We presented three distinct planning
problems where agent A’s goals remained constant, but agent B’s goals varied from
having identical goals to A, opposing goals to A, and a subset of A’s goals. The
example plans described for these situations, if we add in the implied plan for agent
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Figure 11: Domain without an equilibrium.
B, are all equilibria to their respective multiagent planning problems. In the teammate case and the overlapping goal case, the equilibrium is a perfect solution for
both agents. So, obviously, no agent can switch plans to improve on this solution.
In the adversarial case, it is a weak solution for both agents, and neither agent can
improve on this strength. This formalization of the planning equilibrium matches
well with our intuitive notions of “good” plans in multiagent domains.

6.3 Discussion
Multiagent planning equilibria is a powerful concept both to understand the multiagent planning problem and as a viable solution that accounts for the other agents’
goals. It also opens up many avenues for further research and understanding. We
consider a couple important questions this work raises.
The first issue is the number of planning equilibria. The doorway domain
shows that multiple equilibria may exist. Although some equilibria are obviously
inferior to others, the equilibria framework need not define a single solution plan.
For example, the two symmetric equilibria in the doorway domain are not equivalent, nor is one Pareto dominant. This calls for coordination or communication
mechanisms to decide between competing equilibria. In addition, some problems
may have no equilibria. Figure 11 gives an example planning problem with no
equilibrium. Each agent has three possible complete state-action tables, and a simple examination of the nine possible pairs will demonstrate that none are equilibria.
Still, large classes of domains can be proven to have equilibria (e.g., team domains
and adversarial domains.) Other interesting questions are whether equilibria exist
in most useful domains, or what are reasonable plans when they do not exist.
Second, this work presents a compelling framework and solution concept for
multiagent planning, and gives the challenge of devising methods to find planning equilibria. The equilibrium definition involves universal quantification over
an agent’s possible plans, which is exponential in the number of states, which in
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turn is exponential in the number of state variables. This is intractable for anything but domains with a handful of state variables. This opens up a new realm of
interesting issues relating to efficiently finding equilibria under different planning
frameworks, languages, or classes of domains. Planning for agents with identical goals is essentially a single-agent planning problem. In the case of adversarial
settings, the algorithm in Section 3 can find half of an equilibrium plan. These special case algorithms are evidence that multiagent planning equilibria can be both a
theoretically and practically powerful concept.
One possible general technique for finding equilibria comes from game theory’s alternating-move Cournot process [6]. The basic idea would be to start each
agent with a complete state-action table and then each agent alternates finding a
new complete state-action table that achieves the highest strength given the other
agents’ tables. This process is stopped if none of the agent’s can improve on their
current table given the others’ and so the joint state-action table is an equilibrium.
This technique may hold some promise. If the initial state-action tables include all
available actions to the players, this process could actually find equilibria in every
example presented in this chapter. Details of the technique, such as how to select
among equally strong state-action tables, would be critical to an actual implementation and analysis. This does, though, give insight into how planning equilibrium
may be found in practice.

7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the importance of accounting for all of the agents’
goals when planning in a multiagent environment. We both examined this fact in
planning for an adversary, as well as defining a more general solution concept that
explicitly depends on all of the agents’ goals.
We contributed a new OBDD-based universal planning algorithm, strong cyclic
adversarial planning. This algorithm naturally extend the previous strong cyclic algorithm to adversarial environments. We have proven and shown empirically that,
in contrast to strong cyclic plans, a strong cyclic adversarial plan always eventually
reach the goal.
We also presented a formalization of multiagent planning where all agents have
individually specified goals and introduced the concept of a multiagent planning
equilibrium. This is the first known solution concept that explicitly accounts for
the goals of all the agents. This provides a unifying framework for considering
planning in multiagent domains with identical, competing, or overlapping goals. It
also opens up many exciting questions related to practical algorithms for finding
equilibria, the existence of equilibria, and the coordination of equilibria selection.
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